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TX:  21.06.10 - Disability Harassment

PRESENTER:  JULIAN WORRICKER


WORRICKER
When Fiona Pilkington set fire to her car, killing herself and her 18-year-old daughter back in 2007, a tale of horrific abuse emerged.  She'd been driven to a state of despair by harassment of her and her two disabled children by teenagers in the Leicestershire village of Barwell.  The case raised an uncomfortable question - is abuse of the physically and mentally disabled in this country much more common than official figures suggest?  The Equality and Human Rights Commission believes this may well be true and it's encouraging people to come forward with evidence of harassment and abuse.  It believes victims are reluctant to speak out and that the authorities don't take some crimes seriously.

Well I've been speaking to Di Lofthouse, she has a learning disability, mobility issues and is nearly blind.  She told me what she'd experienced.

LOFTHOUSE
This was when I was living in Rippon and I encountered people putting dog dirt through the letterbox with a letter saying people like you should be put down at birth.  We also have to live by the light of the TV and the fire because if we left the electric lights on the youths knew we were in and they'd start throwing stones and things at the windows and put the windows through.  And they used to leave a snare of milk bottles outside the gatepost and with fishing wire tied round the gatepost so I'd trip over the fishing wire and fall onto the snare of milk bottles.

WORRICKER
What impact did that have - I mean how did you manage to cope if you did cope?

LOFTHOUSE
Well it was bad because they also used to follow me into Morrisons to do my house shopping and they'd be taking tins of beans and spaghetti out of my shopping trolley and putting dog food in and cat food in and saying hey you should be eating this.  And it affected me that much that I tried to commit suicide.

WORRICKER
Did you know the people who were carrying this out?

LOFTHOUSE
Not - I did know them by sight, not by name.

WORRICKER
And what about when you raised the issue with the authorities or with the police, what sort of reaction did you get then?

LOFTHOUSE
Well one of the reactions I got from the police was - oh no not you again - when I phoned up once when they'd put my window through.  

WORRICKER
So they were impatient rather than helpful, at least in that instance?

LOFTHOUSE
Yeah.  They was in most incidents actually.  Once they'd got me in a telephone box, wedged me in with a bench on the marketplace against a telephone box door and I couldn't get out so I had to dial 999 and when the policeman came he told them all to get off because he'd be angry with them and then I ended up shouting and swearing at the police for letting them go because I wanted them to arrest them for locking me in.  But I end up getting the warning.

WORRICKER
Really, so you were the one accused of being in the wrong in that instance?

LOFTHOUSE
Yeah.

WORRICKER
So how did the situation eventually resolve itself?

LOFTHOUSE
I ended up in care.  I moved to Harrogate to be in what then was called adult placement scheme, it's called Avalon now.

WORRICKER
And was that your choice or something that you felt circumstances forced upon you?

LOFTHOUSE
Well something that just happened really because I couldn't manage on my own anymore.

WORRICKER
But were you able to take any of your meaningful possessions with you to where you are now?

LOFTHOUSE
Yes but when I moved from Avalon to Brackingly, where I live now, all my most thoughtful possessions got pinched.

WORRICKER
Including the gold medal we talked about.

LOFTHOUSE
Including my gold medal, a letter from the Commandment of the Special Olympics, all my table tennis medals and trophies.

WORRICKER
I know you now do work where you're trying to train lawyers to help disabled people get justice in situations like this.

LOFTHOUSE
That's right.

WORRICKER
How much do you think you've actually been able to achieve in doing that?

LOFTHOUSE
I think it's better now than what it was and the Crime Prosecution team have improved a great deal.  And we launched the Disability Hate Crime pack in London at the House of Lords and I was guest speaker there.  And I think now that that's out it's going to help people with learning disabilities an awful lot more.

WORRICKER
But can people in that situation actually get justice at the moment?

LOFTHOUSE
Yes they can now.

WORRICKER
You really believe that?

LOFTHOUSE
Yes I do.

WORRICKER
And can I ask you how you feel now about the people who abused you?

LOFTHOUSE
Well I think a. it's in the past and b. everything works for some good even if it is bad things that happen to you and I think the good that's come out of this is a Disability Hate Crime pack and all the good things that I've done - I've changed them from negative into positive and I think - don't get me wrong they still bug me now and I still have little quirks that I carry on, little routines that like keeping the curtains closed, I have to close the curtains and have my bedroom curtains closed 24/7 and stuff like that.  So it still gets to me but I think I've turned it positively round with the help of Talkback and the support of my carers at home at Brackingley I managed to turn it round into a positive thing which has been good for me really.

WORRICKER
I suspect people listening to you now might think that's remarkably forgiving of you.

LOFTHOUSE
They might well do but you don't have any other choices really because if you keep the hate - the hate eats away inside of you and makes you poorly and that's what I've learnt over the years.

WORRICKER
Well that was Di Lofthouse speaking to me earlier on.  Listening to Di is Mike Smith who's chair of the Disability Committee of the Equality and Human Rights Commission.  When you hear a story like that, Mike, how do you react?

SMITH
Oh it's heartbreaking Julian.  The thing is we know that this sort of thing is relatively commonplace.  Last year we did a report called the Safety and Security of Disabled People and that found that harassment or hostile behaviour targeted at disabled people was widespread, it was persistent and it had a real adverse effect on the lives of many people around the country.

WORRICKER
And that was based on concrete evidence of people telling you specific examples of things that had happened to them?

SMITH
That was right and also evidence from other organisations.  And it was as a result of that report that we decided we wanted to do something more about this.  So we're using one of our legal powers, a formal inquiry, to now try and find out the full extent of the issue and most importantly what public authorities are doing about it because they have responsibilities under the existing law to try to deal with these things effectively when they happen and also to try to prevent them.  We think maybe some of them aren't doing so well, we know some of them do brilliantly.  We want to find out what's happening and make the whole situation better.

WORRICKER
That responsibility point is interesting in the context of what we've just heard from Di Lofthouse because she was clearly frustrated at one point when she went to the police that she didn't get the service she felt she should.

SMITH
And that's all too common I'm afraid.  Too many people are not taken seriously when they report it or perhaps they're told that it's just low level crime, perhaps antisocial behaviour.  But we've seen what can happen when that drip, drip, drip of fear of leaving your house, constantly worrying what's going to happen to you, the massive impact that can have on people's lives.

WORRICKER
So what do you want people to do if they have had an experience, maybe not as bad as Di Lofthouse's but along those lines, what should they do?

SMITH
Well this inquiry - we want to get evidence in a number of ways and from now until the middle of September we're focusing on what individuals can tell us.  So have you experienced harassment, it might be low level, it might serious but what happens, how often.  We also want to know if people have approached local authorities or other public bodies and what kind of response they got.  And we'll use that evidence to then inform the rest of the inquiry process about how we find out what public authorities themselves are doing.

WORRICKER
So until you get that evidence you haven't got a clear aim as to where this might end?

SMITH
We're pretty sure that there will be examples of good practice that we can promote.  We suspect we may find examples of public authorities that aren't doing anything at all or not doing enough.  But we're very clear that we're open minded about what we want to hear.  We set the terms of reference for this inquiry in consultation with disabled people to make sure that it addressed the issues that they wanted it to address and that's what we're now going to do over the next nine months.

WORRICKER
And ultimately could this lead to you saying there does need to be either a new law or a reframing of an existing one?

SMITH
It may well do that if we find substantive evidence to show that the current law's not working but what we're more interested to know is under the existing law what are public authorities doing to eliminate harassment, how are they working with other public authorities maybe across education, health, housing providers to make sure that they address the hotspots where these issues arise, so they give a more joined up approach and that ultimately it means that we'll get less harassment and that when people do get it they'll have a better response from the authorities that's meant to support them.

WORRICKER
Mike Smith thank you very much for coming in.  And if you or anyone  you know has been harassed for being disabled and told the authorities we'd like to know about the experiences that you've had and we'll be passing on evidence to the commission for their investigation.  And the website address of course bbc.co.uk/radio4/youandyours.


